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SUMMER MEETS 

The summer meet schedule has 

been posted to the website.  If 

you haven’t already started to 

sign up for meets please don’t 
wait.  Sign up closes on 

MARCH 15TH! 

We have very specific and early 

deadlines for the meets.  In order 

for our swimmers to be able to 

compete we have to get our 

entries in as early as possible. 

I will keep the website meet 

information updated as best as I 

can. 

Thanks, 

Coach Tom 

COACHES CORNER 

Go to sleep with a DREAM and wake up with a PURPOSE! 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS  

2018-2019 swim season  

 

• February Divisionals                                     2/22-2/24                                  

 

• Hockey night with the Silvertips          3/2                                             
We have set up for a night at the Silvertips.  Tickets are currently available for 
purchase.  Please use the link under the team functions tab.  

 

 

• BBST LAST CHANCE                                                 3/9-3/10                                  
This meet will be held in Snohomish.  This is the last chance to qualify for 
Regionals.  This meet is open to all swimmers in all training groups.  

 

• Senior Sectionals                                               3/14-3/17                                  
This meet will be held in Federal Way.  This is a Senior level meet with National 
time standards.  Swimmers will be notified if they are qualified.  

 

 

• NW AGE GROUP REGIONALS                                3/14-3/17  
This meet will be held in Federal Way.  This is a Senior level meet with 
National time standards.  Swimmers will be notified if they are qualified.                                  

 

• PNS SPRING SHOWDOWN                                      3/30-3/31  
This meet open to all swimmers meeting the Spring Showdown Time 
Standards.  This meet will be held in Federal Way.  Sign up closes 2/28 

 

Check the website for other events and meets! 

Sign up early for meets so you don’t miss the deadline 

 

Please be sure to verify the cell 

numbers (SMS) for your team 

account, through the OnDeck 

App. You will not receive text 

messages unless your account has 

been verified. You can add more 

than one cell number .We will be 

using text messaging to contact 

families should there be any  prac-

tice changes. 



 

 

Our MEET RESULTS & 

Team Recognitions 

ALUMNI IN ACTION 

Congratulations to all of our Alumni 

that are competing in their college 

conference meets this month. 

SAS AWARDS 

WINTER CHALLENGE 

 

 

 

 

Katherine Chen, Evie Chow, Carson 

Colloton, Connor Colloton, Anthony 

Cui, Alex Damov, Logan Downing, 

Niobe Guilanians, Sarah LaMont, 

Lennon Laukitis, Karalyn 

McKinnon, Nadalyn McKinnon, Ian 

Mendonca, Gabe Nistor, Amaris Rus, 

Julius Sidow, Olivia Surpatino, 

Sophia Surpatino, Maya Surugiu, 

Gabe Traina, Molly Traina, Kennedy 

Tremblay, Brooke Tucci, Eduard 

Vasilescu, and Isabella Vasilescu   

 

This is the first time since starting the 

SAS AWARD that we had the entire 

group at a session supporting each other 

the entire meet.  I have to say it was 

absolutely incredible! 

Washington open 

 22 Swimmers attended                                                 

129 Individual Entries                                   

6 Relay Teams                                                                                                                      

39% Best Times!  

SWIMMERS OF THE MEET 

 (^Highest time drop  % ) (High Point*) 

Senior Group                                        

Soren Gordon                                  

Advanced Senior Group                 

Hunter Fosler                                     

We took 70th out of 87 teams.  This 

was our first meet after a long hard 

month of training.  We competed 

against teams from Alaska, Arizona, 

California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, 

Oregon, Washington and Wyoming. 

Winter challenge 

 90 Swimmers attended                                                

519 Individual Entries                                 

30 Relays                                                                                                                      

68% Best Times!  

SWIMMERS OF THE MEET 

 (^Highest time drop  % ) (High Point*) 

Novice Group                               

^Brooke Tucci                                 

*Sophia Surpatanu                                      

Intro Age Group                               

^Logan Downing                                  

*Amaris Rus                              

Intermediate Age Group              

^Holly Pender                           

*Kennedy Tremblay                                                                        

Advanced Age Group                 

^Leah Winn                                              

*Connor Colloton                              

Senior Intro Group                          

^Rebecca Romanschi                      

*Anthony Hill                                                               

Senior Group                                

^Toki Shimojo                                    

*Savannah Vickers                                   

Advanced Senior Group                 

^Tessa Baldwin                                    

*Emma Ulvin 

We took 1st  out of  9 teams!  This was 

quite a meet.  Its been a long time since 

we had sessions run as long as these 

did. 

Congrats to our hs 

boys 

Our high school boys represented 7 

different high schools from 3 different 

school districts.  These boys spent 

many extra hours in the pool balancing 

high school practice and meets as well 

as attending our practices and meets. 

Great work gentlemen I am looking 

forward to having you back! 



 

 

Your Kid WILL Fail (And That's O.K.) by Ryan Woodruff  

 
The idea of failure as a requirement for future success has become a popular notion lately in the self-help 
genre.  In swimming, where there is always 1 "winner" and 7 "losers" in a heat, failure can seem particularly 
frequent. Though it can be beneficial in the long run, failure can be hard to deal with for both swimmers and 
parents.  Consider the following: 
Success is not the same as winning. It is possible to succeed and not win. 
Failure is not the same as defeat.  A swimmer can fail and still be victorious. 

When your swimmer fails, it is important to not blow it up into something bigger than what it is -- a terrific 
learning opportunity. 
 
How to NOT amplify failure for your swimmer: 
1. Keep your eye on the big picture.  One swim or one meet will not make or break your swimmer's career. 
2. Study how your kid reacts.  Does he or she interpret the swim as a failure? That matters far more than what we as parents and coaches 
think. If your swimmer seems to be looking to your interpretation of a performance as a success or failure, encourage him to give his evalua-
tion. 
3. Don't make excuses for your child.  Saying things like "Well, the water here is really cold" or "If only you had someone better to race" might 
technically be true but this takes the control for the performance out of the hands of the swimmer and places it at the whim of circumstance, 
possibly creating a handicapping belief for future races. 
4. If you are disappointed for your swimmer, that's O.K., but don't heap it on him or her.  Meeting internal expectations is hard.  Carrying the 
emotional baggage of the expectations of others is even more difficult. 
5. Avoid bringing up the performance of other swimmers.  One of the great things about our sport is that we have a yardstick of performance 
that does not depend on anyone else. 
 
A swimmer's career is full of ups and downs, mountains and valleys. A valley is a valley because of the mountains on either side of it. You can 
help your swimmer get to the peak by not making a verdant valley seem like a desolate canyon. 
 
 
  

Eight Phrases For Swim Parents to Avoid by Ryan Woodruff  

First, let me say that we have an amazing group of parents on our club.  They make sacrifices to help their children succeed, care about our 
club, and are supportive of our coaches.  A few parents have asked me specifically what they can say to their swimmer  to help.  Indeed, the 
conversations that happen between a parent and child can have a dramatic impact in shaping a swimmer's attitudes toward swimming. Even 
the best parents with 100 % good intentions can sometimes say things that have a negative effect on their swimmers. As a swim parent myself, 
I know how delicate this can be. The phrases or situations below are all actual statements I have heard uttered that made me cringe a little. 
Each is an example of something that might be said with good intentions but could have an unanticipated negative impact. 
 
1. Introducing your child to someone as "the swimmer." As in "this is my daughter Jenny, the swimmer." Swimming is something your 
child does, not who she is. Help your child cultivate her identity as a person, and encourage her to be the best she can be at swimming. Ulti-
mately, she will better be able to weather the storms of failure and enjoy the fruits of success in swimming if her identity is not wrapped around 
it. 
 
2. "We came all this way/spent all this money/took all this time... and you swam slow/didn't try/performed poorly." Your kid is probably already 
disappointed in her own performance, without the added weight of your parental sacrifices. Understand that it is the nature of human perfor-
mance that your child will not perform at his best at every meet or in every race. The effect of making this comment is that the next time you 
make a sacrifice to go to a meet, your child will feel the added pressure - possibly to the detriment of his performance. 
 
3. "Good job" (When your child doesn't perform well) She probably knows when it was a good swim and when it was a bad one. False praise 
does nothing but cheapen the praise when it is actually deserved. Try "you'll get 'em next time", "I love you anyway," “I still enjoyed watching 
you swim,” or the best option: “So… where you do you want to eat lunch?” 
 
4. "WE need to get this cut, WE need to win this event, etc." How many lengths of the pool are you swimming, mom? It is your child's swim, not 
yours, and it would help to promote his ownership of his performance. Be his biggest fan--there to support him through good and bad--not his 
teammate or 50/50 partner. 
 
5. "It's probably your training or coach hasn’t been giving you enough X" (as a reason why you swam slow). As a parent, it is important that you 
buttress your child's confidence in his coach. If you have concerns about your swimmer's progress or the coaching he or she is getting, please 
address them with the coach. Passing your concern on to your swimmer only weakens the coach-swimmer partnership. 
 
6. "It's okay, you don't have to go to practice today."  This one is tough -- you may not want to take him to practice either. Help your child take 
ownership of his performance and encourage him to make a commitment to attend practice. 
7. Any technical advice. “You gotta pull harder and move your hand like this (demonstrates technique).”  This technical advice can blur the line 
between parent and coach at best and at worst can be completely contrary to what the coach may have asked the swimmer to actually work 
on. 
8. Anything that compares your child to another swimmer.  “Jimmy had 8 best times this weekend, and I saw him really kicking hard.  I know 
you can do it, you just gotta kick hard like Jimmy.”  99% of kids are already constantly comparing themselves to their peers.  The worst form of 
this is the unfavorable sibling comparison: “Joey had 3 cuts when he was 10, congratulations on getting your first one!” 



 

 

Parent 

Pick Up 
Please remember that the curbs 

in front of the gym, as well as 

along side are  fire lanes. This 

is also very limited site line for 

cars coming up the hill. Please 

don’t use this area as a pick up/

drop off.   We have also 

received a few complaints 

about speed through the 

parking lot, even if you are 

running late 

please slow 

down coming  

& going. Thank 

you for helping 

keep everyone 

FEBRUARY  

BIRTHDAYS 

Ryan Mun 2/10 

Nadalyn McKinnon 2/11 

Riley Clement 2/14 

Samantha Merriam 2/14 

Isabella Vasilescu 2/14 

Dhruv Kurpad 2/16 

Anika Kumar 2/17 

Annie Li 2/21 

Danijela Evans 2/25 

Hayden Ludwig 2/28 

Inclement Weather 

 

 

As the Fall and Winter season ap-

proaches and the weather can be-

come a bit unpredictable.  We fol-

low the Northshore School District 

when it comes to inclement weath-

er cancellations.  Please check the 

Northshore School District for can-

cellations.  We will send emails, 

notifications through the team app 

and post on Twitter and Instagram. 



 

 

 

Follow us… 

You can stay better connected with the team by following us on Twitter and Instagram.  All swimmer’s 

should have parental permission to follow social media accounts. Check us out on and see some fun 

pictures from meets and practices.  You can also stay up to date with nutritional, motivational and 

inspirational articles as well as updates from meets through our     
      @GoldsAquatics    golds_aquatics       



 

 

Bronze Silver Gold PNS Champs REG/SRSec FUTURE/JRS 

Lindsey Caruso Evie Chow Gianna Greenlaw       

Katherine Chen Alexis Hendrickson Niobe Guilanians       

Emme Graybeal Sarah LaMont Maya Surugiu       

Anishka Gupta Nadalyn McKinnon Kennedy Tremblay       

Gabrielle Hanson Abby Moisant         

Karalyn McKinnon Abigail Simpson         

Nora Saleh Molly Traina         

Olivia Surpatanu Bella Vasilescu         

Sophia Surpatanu           

Brooke Tucci           

Cameron Colloton Amaris Rus Logan Downing       

Carson Colloton Gabriel Traina Lennon Laukaitis       

Tucker Fosler   Ethan Lin       

Bryan Lin   Ian Mendonca       

Andrei Magdas   Robert Romanschi       

Tohma Nguyen           

Nikolas Novikov           

Chase Smith           

Rohil Varshney           

Eduard Vasilescu           

Kathryn Bell Bianca Bensen Annabel Cook Samantha Merriam Eleanor McElwee   

Danijela Evans Caroline Bryant Audrey McCann Megan Traina     

Tijana Evans Sadie Clusserath Holly Pender       

Anishka Gupta Sophie Clusserath Alexandra Ralph       

Annelise Hurchalla Eliza Corallo Molly Veleber       

Anika Kumar Mia Crowe         

Hadley Prentice Izabella Davidson         

Sweta Purushothaman Devon Gordon         

Salma Saleh Megan Liao         

Quinn Shaner Sienna Thompson         

Cadence Spore Madison Tucci         

Annie Taylor           

Clara Weigel           

Samara Wijesekera           

Aarav Attre Anthony Cui Logan Clevenger       

Vaibhav Attre Alex Damov Connor Collon       

Brody Borellis Alex Jignea         

Riley Clement Neil Kamikawa         

Eshan Damji Daniel Kim         

Luke Johnson Ian Miller         

Andre Keith Joshua Rus         

Elliot Kim Julius Sidow         

Hayden Ludwig           

Gabriel Nistor           

Jacob Schwartz           

Ben Ta           

Nevenka Bollini Priya Annapureddy Emily Basom Jyll Jandhannayingyong     

Olivia Cole Catelyn Clevenger Rebecca Romanschi       

Qianna Dudsic Claire Cook Savannah Vickers       

Brooke Harper Lani Evans Leah Winn       

Lauren Hill Alexis McBurnett         

Samiya Kanji Amy Pender         

Molly Kernan Hannah Ross         

Josie MacGowan Madelyn Shelton         

Kiley Patterson Madeline Tremblay         

Ellie Sivesina           

Katelyn Yoon           

Amanda Zheng           

James Grout Howard Chen Bryan Kim       

Dhruv Kurpad Jason Liao Tayne Kim       

Jack LeBlanc Sam Schwartz David Shershunov       

Arnav Shah Pranav Venugopalan         

Colin Siler           

Wesley Simpson           

Travis Truswell           

Anika Amdahl KelliAnn Ramirez Abbie Mosset Tessa Baldwin Alyssa Heusted   

Maya Dallman Kaitlin Ringwood Abby Neilson Maya Hartzell Emily Mun   

Brielle LeBlanc   Mikaela White Haley Kamikawa Katie Treacy   

Annie Li       Madeline Truswell   

        Victoria Truswell   

        Emma Ulvin   

Anthony Hill Joseph Bartlow Ryan Mun   Hunter Fosler Cameron Birrell 

Kevin Huerlimann Kainoa Evans     Jamie Gassman   

JT Mereness Logan Johnson     Soren Gordon   

Evan Yamamoto Quan Nguyen     Ethan Han   

  Jeremy Ralph     Radu Magdas   

  Toki Shimojo     Jeffrey Numrych   

  Sankalp Varshney     Timothy Walsh   


